
NYJIA SCOTT

Web Developer
(843) 330-3186 • nkscott97@gmail.com • http://nyjiascott.com

http://linkedin.com/in/nyjia-scott • http://github.com/nks397

WHY I WANT TO BE HERE
I am passionate about creating projects that improve the user experience. I am confident my skills and
values would be an asset to a company. It would be an honor to have the opportunity to be a part of a
team.

HOW I CAN ADD VALUE
I am empathetic and an effective communicator. I am a self-motivator with adaptability. I provide care for
others, but my true passion is producing dependable and beautifully designed websites that make lives
easier.

My areas of expertise include front-end web development. I also have experience in backend
development. My technical skills include:

HTML• CSS• JavaScript• React.js• Node.js• Express.js• MongoDB• Mongoose.js• GitHub•Debugging

WHAT I’VE LEARNED
Certification of Web Development, V School
DEC 2020 - JULY 2022

Bachelor’s in Healthcare Administration,
Francis Marion University
AUG 2015 - MAY 2019

PROJECTS I’VE DONE
HotZone
github.com/V-School-Module-7/firehouse-app | TECHNOLOGIES: React, CSS, Firebase

• Collaborate with a team of 3 developers to test and build features for a website for the Lehi Fire
Department using CSS, React, and Firebase. Follow agile methodology to deliver features in a timely
manner.

Diary Buddy
github.com/mod-5-james-nyjia/diary-buddy | TECHNOLOGIES: React, CSS, Node, Express, Mongoose, MongoDB
• Partnered with a developer to build, test, and deploy a diary application. Developed over 3 features

using React, CSS, Node, Express, Mongoose, and MongoDB.

TriviaBreak
github.com/nks397/TriviaBreak | TECHNOLOGIES: React, CSS
• Independently produced a quiz application using React, CSS, and a third-party API. Presented 3

categories the user can choose from and executed a creative solution to decode the encoded API.

WHERE I’VE BEEN
Full Stack Javascript Teaching Assistant V School 7/1/2022 - Present
• Advised, mentored, and facilitated up to 15 students per week in an online learning web

development course. Coached students in identifying problems related to their code and partnered
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with them to find solutions using the problem-solving process. Provide daily support and
collaboration to a team of 4 instructors.

Personal Care Assistant Private Client 11/2020 - Present
• Assist and oversee activities of daily living, such as bathing, dressing, grooming, preparing and

serving meals, and general housekeeping. Responsible for monitoring client's vital signs, and
administering medications. Coordinated a schedule with the client that provided structure and
produced better habits. Clear and constant communication with the client to address needs.
Collaborate to formulate 112 weekly schedules over a 2 year span. Escorted the client to 2 doctor's
appointments yearly.

Freelance Artist Private Clients JUNE 2014- OCTOBER 2016
● Created over 10+ projects for various events. Executed artwork on scheduled deadlines and

communicated effectively to fulfill over 5 clients’ needs.


